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ABSTRACT

The first experiment at the Nevis Cyclotron by Beraardini, Booth and

Lindenbaum demonstrated that nuclear stars are produced by a nucleon-nucleon

cascade within the nucleon. This solved a long standing problem in Cosmic rays

and made it clear that where they overlap cosmic ray investigation would not be

competitive with accelerator investigations. The initial experiments at the

Brookhaven Cosmotron by Lindenbaum and Yuan demonstrated that low energy

pion nucleon scattering and pion production were unexpectedly mostly due to

excitation of the isotopic spin = angular momentum = 3/2 isobaric state of the

nucleon. This contradicted the Fermi statistical theory and led to the Isobar model

proposed by the author and a collaborator.

The initial experiments at the AGS by the author and collaborators demon-

strated that the Pomeronchuck Theorem would not come true till at least several

hundred GeV. These scattering experiments led to the development of the "On-line

Computer Technique" by the author and collaborators which is now the almost

universal technique in high energy physics.

The first accomplishment which flowed from this technique led to contra-

dict? n of the Regge pole theorgy as a dynamical asymptotic theory, by the author

and collaborators. The first critical experimental proof of the foward dispersion

relation in strong interactions was accomplished by the author and collaborators.

•This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC-
02-76CH00016 and DE-AC02-83ER40107.



They were then used as a crystal ball to predict that "Asymptopia' - the theoreti-

cally promised land where all asymptotic theorems come true - would not be

reached till at least 25,000 BeV and probably not before 1,000,000 BeV.

INTRODUCTION

After World War II the emergence of accelerator experiments quickly

changed high energy physics from a cosmic ray based science to predominantly an

accelerator dominated science. In retrospect it is clear that the initial experiments at

the three accelerators the author participated in clearly demonstrated this, and

furthermore made an important impact on future high energy physics. Therefore in

this lecture I will discuss these experiments and related relevant material, in

historical context.

THE NEVIS CYCLOTRON PROJECT:
1946-1951 (= 400 MeV F.M. Cyclotron)

From Sept. 1946-June 1951 I was a physics graduate student at Columbia

University. Shortly after my arrival at Columbia I took a staff position on the Navy

contract for designing and constructing the cyclotron. I had about a year's experi-

ence in radio frequency work with magnetron and klysotron system development at

Princeton as an undergraduate.

Therefore I was hired at Nevis for design, construction and later testing of

the F.M. Cyclotron r.f., dee, associated beam dynamics, problems, etc. under Prof.

Eugene Booth, Nevis director, and Prof. Jim Rainwater, who was ic charge of R.F.

etc. Although Nevis hired a staff of engineers and technicians the project was

clearly under the complete control of the physicists, and thus was built in the

university project tradition.

From 1949-1951 Prof. Gilberto Bernardini came as a visiting professor at

Columbia and Nevis. He brought his vast knowledge and exceptional physics

abilities in cosmic ray physics to the Nevis scene.

When the cyclotron became operational about 1950 I began to work on my

thesis with Prof. Gilberto Bemardini* and Prof. Eugene Booth. Since the discovery

of stars (emission of protons, neutrons, alphas, etc. from nuclei struck by incident

nucleons) in nuclear emulsions in 1937, no one had succeeded in explaining the

•Working with Prof. Gilberto Bemardini was extremely rewarding, stimulating, and a great
pleasure.



mechanism of star phenomena. My thesis topic was crying to determine ;ne

mechanism of star formation.

Since the discovery in 1937 of cosmic ray stars, the general tendency was to

consider them as primarily due to an evaporation process following a very high

internal excitation of the evaporating nucleus. This tendency was emphasized by

the early types of photographic plates used like Ilford C-2 which were insensitive

to the more energetic prongs. Some qualitative evidence of nucleonic cascade

effects were also observed.

The possibility that stars were generated by a nucleon-nucleon cascade in a

degenerate Fermi gas of nucleons was considered by Goldberger in 1948.11 He

focused on the fact that the Pauli Exclusion principle in a degenerate Fermi gas

would prevent small momentum transfers occurring at angles between 0° and 25°

for =90 MeV neutrons (Berkeley energies) incident on heavy nuclei. He used the

Monte Carlo method* as well as calculations to demonstrate this.

Hadley and York21 checked this prediction at Berkeley and contradicted it.

Thus this explanation of stars fell into disfavor.

It became clear to me that a critical check of the nucleonic cascade in a

degenerate Fermi gas should focus on the cascade characteristics such as distribu-

tion of prong numbers, their angular distributions in various energy ranges, the

changes in these with star size, etc. These characteristics were intimately related to

a nucleonic cascade. On the other hand the hole in the forward direction panicle

distribution focused on by Goldberger could easily be sensitive to nucleon surface

refraction, and other edge effects.

The new G-5 emulsions which were sensitive to minimum ionizing fast

panicles could allow such a study. The required experimental results were attained

by a very short (= 5 sec) exposure of G-5 emulsion to the =350-400 MeV protons

via an airlock which allowed them to be inserted below the cyclotron beam central

plane inside the vacuum chamber at maximum orbit radius. Very brief exposures

with the ion source off yielded about 2xlO3 proton tracks per cm2 in the 400

micron thick emulsions. The average length of these parallel tracks was about 10

mm, allowing along the track scanning to ensure small stars were not missed. The

• A new method for calculating a complex process consisting of a series of random steps. At each
step one of a set of possible equally probable occurrences is chosen randomly. This procedure is
followed at each subsequent step until the process is complete.



general charac tens tics of these stars implied a nucleonic cascade was occurring it

least as an important component of the star process/

In order to critically check the nucleonic cascade hypothesis a new and

much improved Monte Carlo simulation model was developed for this task. Some

of its important features were

1) p-p and n-p experimental cross-sections were used to generate a nucle-

onic cascade of individual nucleon-nucleon collisions subject to the fact that

enough energy transfer was required to raise both the struck and incident nucleons

to above the filled Fermi energy levels.

2) The binding energy inside the nucleus, the slowing to capture contribu-

tion to the thermal excitation, the contribution of rearrangements due to holes in

the Fermi gas distribution, and relativistic effects were all taken into account.

3) The three dimensional geometry of the average of heavy nuclei (= 80%

Ag-Br) in the emulsion was projected into a weighted two dimensional geometry to

allow comparison with the two dimensional nuclear emulsion measurements.

4) Random number tables were used to make each Monte Carlo decision.

This work was the first experiment at Nevis.

Bernardini, Booth and Lindenbaum41 made a comparison of the 350-400

MeV proton induced star daia and the Monte Carlo calculations. Figure 1 is a

Monte Carlo work diagram showing the details of a nucleonic cascade. Figure 2

shows the excellent agreement obtained for the angular distributions of Grey (>100

MeV), and Sparse Black (30-100 MeV) prongs. Tables I and II show the excellent

agreement obtained for various characteristics.

In summary it was clear from this work that the nucleonic cascade made in a

degenerate Femi gas was an excellent quantitative explanation of virtually all

aspects of star formation. This was further reinforced by similar investigations I

undertook with =300 MeV incident neutrons and =150 MeV incident protons. Even

today at higher energies the nucleonic cascade model including production of

pions, strange particles, etc. is still the standard model in the field.

Thus in one critical accelerator experiment a problem which had been a

field of research in cosmic rays for more than a decade had been solved.

This pattern was to be repeated in the future and a dramatic shift in high

energy physics occurred, where accelerator experiments were clearly destined to

dominate high energy physics.



In June of 1951, having received my Ph.D. from Columbia, I accepted .1

research physicist position in the new Brookhaven National Laboratory, which then

had the 3 BeV Brookhaven Proton Synchrotron under construction. It appeared to

me that Brookhaven National Laboratory represented the wave of the future in

research facilities for high energy physics. Furthermore I had been offered the

opportunity of being supported in independent research of my own choosing.

I continued to do a series of counter experiments at Nevis and develop new

state of the art counter techniques to use at the Brookhaven Cosmotron when it

became operational.

INITIAL EXPERIMENTS AT THE 3 BeV
BROOKHAVEN COSMOTRON

Introduction

The Brookhaven Cosmotron was the first proton synchrotron. It had a weak

focussing C-magnet and was approved by the AEC in the spring of 1948. By June

1952 it had reached >2 BeV protons and early in 1953 5 day/wk, 15 hr/day research

operations began.

In order to understand the purpose and motivation of the initial experiments

it is necessary to backtrack to the work of Enrico Fermi. In 1950 Fermi published

his famous statistical theory. In this theory he concentrated on the high abundance

protons, neutons and pions as the important basic particles of high energy strong

interaction physics. He then argued that in a high energy nucleon-nucleon or

nucleus-nucleus collision the total energy was concentrated in the resultant Lorentz

contracted volume (when the two projectiles stopped in their center of mass) and

then statistical phase space considerations led to the emission of the three types of

particles from this volume. Fermi found he could explain all relevant cosmic ray

data with this statistical theory.

When pion beams became available at the Chicago Cyclotron, Fermi and

collaborators measured the negative and positive pion on proton total cross-

sections in 1952 [see Fig. 3]. They found6] the negative pion-proton total cross-

section rose sharply with energy and leveled off at around 200 MeV where the

Chicago negative pion energies ran out. The 7C+p total cross-section kept rising up

to about 135 MeV where the beam energy reached its highest value. The ratio of

the positive pion-proton to negative pion-proton cross-sections was about three at

any measured energy.



This led Bruckner ] to propose that an isotopic spin = angular momentum =

3/2 Jt-N resonance (in the sense of the strong coupling theory) was being formed,

even though one could only see the rising pan (for K*) and up to the plateau (for

if) of the Breit-Wigner resonance (fig. 4). Fenni reservedly accepted this possibil-

ity, but felt that differential angular distributions would have to be measured and

phase shift analyzed to determine whether a resonance occurred or not.

Fermi and collaborators subsequently measured the angular distributions

and from a phase shift analysis of them concluded that there was not a resonance.

That the isotopic spin = angular momentum = 3/2 state phase shift rose to about

50° and fell thereafter (instead of the rapid rise through 90° required for a

resonance). While a conspiracy due to a rising isotopic spin = 3/2 and angular

momentum 1/2 wave while the expected resonance wave was falling mimicked

resonance behavior of the total cross-section.

Early in 1953 I and my collaborator9' used the higher energy beams which

became available at the Brookhaven Cosmotron (Fig. 5a) in an initial experiment to

determine the behavior of Otouifr*"?) from 150 to 750 MeV.

A prominent peak at about 180-200 MeV and a rapid decrease at higher

energies was observed. For positive pions particularly the decrease after the peak

was considerably faster than lA2. This behavior was very suggestive of a reso-

nance, and it was shown by Lindenbaum and Yuan91 that the Bruckner resonance

formula fits the data (Fig. 5b). Correction for resolution effects would raise the

points in the peak region to the theoretical curve. This is clearly shown by our later

high resolution high precision work in Fig. 5c. The data were also shown to fit the

Chew-Low equation predictions and thus were clear evidence for a pion-nucleon

resonance.

However in order to obtain additional independent evidence for the pion-

nucleon resonance I wanted to see if we could form it in nucleon-nucleon

collisions. The reasoning was if the nucleon has an excited resonant state, striking

it with another nucleon could be expected to excite it to the resonance state, from

which it could then deny via emissions of a pion.

This mechanism would totally contradict the Fermi statistical theory be-

cause then the pion-nucleon resonance would essentially be a new-particle in

addition to the pion and nucleons.



Our experiments were performed by using counter telescopes to measure che

momentum spectrum of positive and negative pions from proton-Beryllium and

proton-proton collisions at 2.3 and 1.0 BeV incident protons. The observed

momenta spectra showed a low energy, relatively sharp peak in contrast to the

smooth broad behavior predicted by the Fermi statistical theory contradicting it.101

The comparison of the data and the Fermi statistical theory are shown in Figs.

(6a-d).

This data however behaved as would be expected for the concept of exciting

one or both nucleons to a pion-nucleon resonant state with isotopic spin = angular

momentum = 3/2 as the dominant mechanism of pion production. This led me to

propose a crude version of the Isobar model. In this model nucleon-nucleon

collisions led to excitation of one or both nucleons to an isob.^ric resonant state

with I=J=3/2, and then decayed by pion emission.

N + N-+N* + N-*N + K + N

N + N-»N* + N*->N + it + N + 7C .

This model was then made quantitative111 and shown to fit the experimental data of

our and the other experiments.

We generalized the model to include other nucleon isobaric states, incident

pions and pion excited states etc. This was an important concept since it was the

first work which recognized that particle states dominate high energy strong

interactions. The later proliferation of resonant states was a natural consequence of

this approach. The isobar model albeit with some added refinements is still the

standard model used in partial wave analysis of strong particle production.

Although our data and work (since 1953) was almost screaming resonance,

the phase shift solution of Fermi, Metropolis and Alei131 never found a resonant

solution. After discussing this situation with Bethe, he worked with Fermi's

computer expert Metropolis to try and find a resonant solution. They141 forced the

computer to search for a resonant solution (rather than lowest x2) and found one

with a slightly worse fit, but not significantly different. Bethe used theoretical

arguments to very strongly prefer the resonant solution. Fermi felt these arguments

were somewhat hypothetical.

In any event there was clearly not a unique solution. The Yang and Minami

ambiguities further confused this situation. A unique resonant solution was not

selected until 1958 when Lindenbaum and Sternheimer151 used the spin flip



forward dispersion relations to show the Minami ambiguity of the Fermi and Yang

solutions was eliminated and only one unique resonant solution with I=J=3/2

remained.

Somewhat later than the initial expenments. Fowler, Shutt, Thorndike and

Whittemore161 found the first evidence for associated production in a diffusion

chamber of 4 V° events produced by 1.5 BeV K~ incident on protons. They found 2

examples X° and 9° pair production.

INITIAL EXPERIMENTS AT AGS

Introduction

The strong focussing proton synchrotron was first proposed at Brookhaven

after the idea of strong focussing was developed there. Strong focussing proton

synchrotrons were under construction at CERN and Brookhaven in the early fifties.

The Brookhaven AGS became operational in July 1960 after the CERN P.S. had

already been operational. A plan of the 33 BeV AGS is shown in Fig. [7]. The

CERN P.S. is similar except for the few BeV higher energy of the AGS.

In the latter fifties plans were being made for the initial AGS experimental

program.

1. Particle production by 10-30 BeV protons incident on Al and Be.

2. Total cross-sections of p-p, p-p, ^ - p and l^-p.

3. Differential scattering cross-section of J^-p, p-p, p-p, k ^ p .

The first AGS experiment was a particle production survey171 started in

1960 by Lindenbaum and co-workers and Cool and co-workers. This experiment

used counter telescopes to measure the differential cross-section for the momentum

spectrum per BeV/c per steradian at 4 laboratory angles for protons, anti protons,

positive and negative pions, and positive and negative kaons which were produced

by 10, 20 and 30 BeV circulating protons. It was useful in designing beams and

detectors for most of the experiments which followed. It was also of some interest

to the physics of particle production. Some of the results are shown in Fig. [8].

The first asymptotic theory which was the Fermi statistical theory proposed

for E > 1 BeV was as previously discussed contradicted by the initial cosmotron

experiments and by the continued growth thereafter of the "particle zoo."

The Pomeranchuk Theorem181 was the next asymptotic theorem on the road

to "Asymptopia—the theoretically promised land where all asymptotic theorems

come true" (a phrase coined by the speaker). The Pomeranchuk Theorem made use



of some plausible assumptions and employed the Forward Dispersion relations. It

predicted that beyond a high enough energy the total cross-section of an incident

particle a on a target (3 would have the same total cross-section as the anti panicle

(a) of the (original) incident particle when the anti particle is incident on the target

particle at the same energy.

Pomeranchuk estimated that the theorem would become applicable at about

10 GeV incident energy and a check of its validity was one of the interesting early

investigations at both the new CERN 28 GeV proton synchrotron and the 33 GeV

Brookhaven AGS.*

The importance of reaching "Asymptopia" was the hope that the most

important features of the physics from that energy onward would not change in any

important way and thus one would not have to continually build higher energy

accelerators. Von Dardel et al.191 at the CERN P.S. showed that in the region of 5 -

10 BeV/c, there were still sizeable (- few percent) differences between the total

cross-sections for negative and positive pions incident on protons and that these

differences were not decreasing (or decreasing only slowly). This contradicted

Pomeranchuk's prediction that total negative and positive pion incident on proton

cross-sections would be the same at 10 BeV/c.

However it did appear from these results the total differences between the

total proton-proton cross-section and the anti proton-proton cross-section were

decreasing with energy sufficiently rapidly that perhaps at about 20-30 BeV (or

GeV) the Pomeranchuk Theorem might be satisfied (Fig. 9b).

In our Brookhaven investigation (see Fig. 9a-b)we extended these total

cross-section measurements to about 20 GeV. In both investigations scintillation

counter telescopes were used for measuring the total cross-section via the transmis-

sion method, and Cerenkov counters were used to identify the incident particle.

From our Brookhaven experiments we concluded that the Pomeranchuk

Theorem would not be satisfied until at least several hundred GeV, pushing

Asymptopia even further away.

There has been much discussion at this conference of Luis Alvarez and his

truly important contributions to the Hydrogen Bubble Chamber and the physics

with it.

•The European notation for BeV/c is GeV/c and this has become the more or less standard
notation by now.



What has not been discussed and is not apparently known to many is that

Luis had a favorite sport (starting in the late fifties) of taunting his counter

technique colleagues with the argument that the Bubble Chamber was the ultimate

technique which would do virtually all the important physics, and therefore make

counter techniques obsolete. His argument was one had to see a large solid angle

picture like the bubble chamber did. Therefore one should run bubble chambers

more or less continuously, gather large libraries of data, and hand them out to

physics groups for analysis of various problems.

I agreed with Luis that electronic techniques had to cover a large solid angle

and see a big picture. I pointed out that since we already had television which saw

two dimensional pictures there was no reason we couldn't soon see three dimen-

sional pictures* with the improvements in electronics which were hooked to the

advances being funded by the military, industrial and even consumer complexes.

Luis thought this would be too complicated to accomplish effectively and

reliably. My view was that the digital computer hooked to a three dimensional

detector array could do this, and in fact when it was done, the bubble chamber,

which is a slow mechanical device not hooked to any rapidly advancing field,

would become the obsolete instrument rather than the electronic techniques.

In 1958-1959 I began to actively pursue developing this, later to be called

the "On Line Computer Technique". I began forming a group at Brookhaven

specifically for accomplishing this task as part of our general research program.

Obtaining a large, digital computer for our own use for this task was not easy.

Fortunately at Brookhaven there was the Merlin, more or less similar to the Maniac

in which had been displaced by a new IBM computer, and thus available for us

since no one was using it.

I felt that the best bet for the first project with the new technique211 was to

study differential elastic scattering from protons of various beam particles over a

wide solid angle. The reason this program was selected as the initial one is that

differential elastic scattering is so characteristic a process that clearly testable and

convincing high solid angle, high data rate, high statistics and exceptional preci-

sion could be most convincingly demonstrated in this initial experiment. Then later

the technique could, via a few steps, evolve into a sort of high speed triggerable,

*I did not consider a picture as consisting of an optical image to be visible by the human eye, but
rather a three dimensional measurement of the interaction characteristics analyzeable by a
computer.



bubble chamber with panicle identification capabilities, and many other unforseen-

at-the-rime applications.

In spite of this conservative approach we had enormous difficulties getting

any time from the BNL program committee on this, what they considered very

speculative venture. Finally after much vigorous argumentation we obtained about

100 hours initial time.

The detectors we chose were crossed scintillation counter hodoscopes. Ihe

Counter Hodoscope was made up of long relatively narrow and thin scintillation

counter slabs (with photo multipliers at the end) placed side by side to form a large

area array. Such a closed-up picket fence array could measure one coordinate, say

x, accurately. If one crossed two such arrays one atop the other with the slabs

perpendicular to one another, one had a large solid angle high resolution x,y

measuring plane for one incident particle. If one wanted to measure more than one

incident particle simultaneously, at least a third crossed-at-?ji-angle hodoscope

plane would be required to remove ambiguities. This was not necessary in these

elastic scattering experiments since accidental rates were negligible.

Figure [10a] show the arrangements used in the experiments.221 A data

acquistion system taped the data and sent it to the Merlin computer simultaneously.

There was feedback to the experimentalists consisting of any desired plot or data

analysis in real time. The system was constructed and tested at the cosmotron

before final use in the AGS.

The two methods used for detecting elastic scattering were:

(1) Observing a coincidence between the forward scattered and recoil

particles, and requiring the kinematics that follow from elastic scattering.

(2) When the recoil particle was too soft it did not escape from the

hydrogen target or scattered too much, and thus a second method of measuring the

momentum as well as direction vector of the forward scattered particle to identify it

as elastic was employed.

The system worked extremely well from the beginning and produced high

precision differential scattering data within a few days,22' much to the surprise of

our critics and a good deal of the physics community.

Factors of data rate greater than a million and precisions never achieved

before were witnessed by the physicists doing the experiment since the data were

analyzed in real time and we could see the physics and the various stages of iata

recording and analysis that led to it while the experiment was taking data.



The system was all in fast (a few to 30 nsec) coincidence with complicated

logic-trigger requirements, and it automatically trigger-selected, compiled, stored

and finally transmitted the data to the on-line computer. The computer then

processed the data automatically and rapidly in real time according to a carefully

pre-programmed analysis, stored the desired results in suitable bins, and transmit-

ted the program requested data displays back to the display scopes for our

experimental group. Desired physical answers based on cumulative statistics (such

as computed cross-sections, errors, background values and distribution, displays of

counter efficiency, uniformity etc.) were also available in detailed print-out tabular

(or if desired graphical form) upon initation by the experimenters of a simple

output routine. This was the first on-line computer experiment and the data and its

processing was untouched by human hands or bias except for the prestored

computer programs, control commands, entering of paramters and summaries of

data etc. The impact of this technique on the experimenters themselves was

unusual. We were gathering data at orders of magnitude higher rate, then achieved

before in this class of experiment accompanied by much higher systematic accura-

cy. The impact of being able to do a complete investigation of a broad field of

physics research in days or weeks and doing it better than could previously be done

in years, if at all by older techniques, would clearly revolutionize research'-and this

did indeed occur.

Although we had originally argued that measuring the Lorentz invariant

elastic scattering* do/dt as a function of s was bound to be important for reasons

unforseen at the time, theorists argued that all we would find is the standard

somewhat transparent known nucleus.

The theoretical climate changed when in 1961 a new asymptotic theory

called the Regge pole theory231 predicted that at energies > 10 GeV we would

achieve universally in all elastic scattering reactions a shrinkage of the diffraction

pattern with increasing energy according to a definite formula predicted by the

theory. There was a considerable amount of excitement when these experiments

showed that while p+p scattering had the predicted shrinkage with increasing

energy (Fig. 10b), positive and negative pion-proton scattering (Fig. 10c) did not

exhibit shrinkage. Jt+-p showed smaller shrinkage while n~-p did not shrink, p-p

•s is the Lorentz invariant (E,,,^)2

t is the Lorentz invariant four momentum transfer square.



on the other hand exhibited an expansion of the diffraction pattern with increasing

energy rather than a shrinkage as predicted. Thus another asymptotic theory was

contradicted."41

Our new on-line computer technique for scattering eventually allowed us to

do the first experiment251 which critically demonstrated that the forward dispersion

relations were valid in strong interactions. Since the forward dispersion relations

depend on the basic atioms of Modern Field Theory including casuality (i.e.

Einstein's special theory of relativity) their experimental proof was of great

importance. We were then able to use them as a crystal ball to look at how the total

cross sections behave at very high energies. We concluded "Asymptopia" (i.e. 'he

validity of the Pomeranchuck Theorem) would not occur before at least 25,000

BeV or probably before 1,000,000 BeV.

The on-line computer technique we originated was expanded by us and

other groups to use digitized spark chamber and proportional wire, drift chamber

hodoscopes and-other detectors. Some examples of our subsequent work are given

in Figs. [11]. Our next step was to plan to investigate a+b —> c+d. Although we

called this the double vee spectrometer [Fig. l la] we also used it to "unspit" the ^

meson. We finally arrived at a fast triggerable electronic bubble chamber with

particle identification [Fig. l ib] . The one-line computer technique has been used in

strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions and it has for some time been the

almost universal technique utilized in high energy and also used in other fields of

physics. The detectors of course will change with time. The computers of course

will change with time. However it is my opinion that the basic concept of the on-

line computer technique as the ultimate universal technique will survive. A popular

type account of this technique development was given in an invited article in

Physics Today.261

In regard to "Asymptopia" it should be noted that recent progress in the

gauge theories and their unifications have led modern theorists to push

"Asymptopia" to as high as the energy corresponding to the Planck length, that is

the Big Bang energies that created our universe. Therefore we poor experimental-

ists can no longer check on them. Even if I could do an experiment at Big Bang

energies I would probably not want to do it with our present state of knowledge.

This is so because at these energies we might create and destroy universes—who

knows? Certainly not I!
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B. Fast proton events

% of events
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21 =7

J = l . 5

% of events
experimental

57 =4
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2.5=1

% of events
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35 =J

54 =4
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1.7 =0.7
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l-'ig. lib Tlie Brookhaven National Laboratory MultiparLie1e Spectrometer whicli is
operated (by our group) as a University User Facility. ft is analogous
to an electronic bubble chamber which has high speed, particle identi-
fication, and selective triggering. An On-l.ine Computer complex monitors
performance and gives physics results while the experiment is being run.
Many large solid angle t'lectonii- detectors li.ive been built throughout the
world. They a !l use the "On-line Computer T e c h n i q u e . "


